High-Performance Private
Cloud, Purpose-Built for You
Hosted Private Cloud
This is Your Cloud

Hosted Private Cloud at a Glance

The Peak 10® Hosted Private Cloud is a high-performance, off-premise private cloud,
purpose-built to meet your specific requirements. Your private cloud can be made

Compute

for production workloads of all sizes and high I/O applications, as well as PCI DSS

• Dedicated
• Multiple node configurations to fit your workload

and HIPAA-compliant environments. Designed with dedicated compute and scalable
storage resources, privacy is maximized and the potential for bottlenecks minimized.

Storage

• All flash storage
• Scale quickly

Straightforward, Dedicated Resources
Your Peak 10 Hosted Private Cloud is built with dedicated compute for your

Workload capacity

• High performance computing which can

organization’s workload. You choose the compute and storage levels that best meet

accommodate virtually all VMs

your organization’s needs, with the option to layer on additional managed services.
Hosted Private Cloud uses only high-performance flash storage, which can be added

Scalability

• Unlimited compute node usage, tailored to fit

incrementally as you grow. Not to mention, high performance computing can handle

workload needs

virtually any workload. Scalability is limitless if you need it to be, which makes the
Service level

growth of your environment stress-free.

• 99.999% availability

agreement
Peak 10 manages the underlying infrastructure and handles all tasks such as refresh
cycles, hardware updates and storage updates — in addition to providing 24/7/365

Designed and

• Technical controls and security measures needed

expert support. You save both on capital expenses and IT staff time, and can count

managed with

to help meet regulatory and industry standards

on predictable monthly costs.

compliance in
mind

are built in.
• Easily use Peak 10’s infrastructure to assist your
organization in meeting your own compliance and

Hosted Private Cloud Use Case Examples

security requirements.

• Cisco Call Manager
• SAP HANA

Use Cases

• Mode 1 / Legacy applications

• Cisco Call Manager
• SAP HANA

• Database applications (SQL 2008 and older apps)

Benefits of Peak 10’s Hosted Private Cloud

Peak 10 solution engineers can work with you to determine how Hosted Private

• No infrastructure to purchase or manage

Cloud can best meet your businesses needs.

• Predictable monthly cost
• Suitable for demanding production environments and high I/O applications
• HIPAA and PCI-compliant
• Easily integrated into a hybrid IT strategy
• High-level security, reinforced by technical controls to meet regulatory and

Learn more about Peak 10
Hosted Private Cloud
Contact us for a free consultation or call 866.473.2510

industry standards.
• Bring Your Own Licensing (BYOL)
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